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Question1:

What about Physical Access?

Answer: (Kris)

Physical protection is critical acc to HIPAA

Answer: (Don)

Proximity cards: physical constrain access
Monitors are placed behind cabinets



Question 2:

Perspective on consent forms?

Answer: (Kris)

NOT required by HIPAA privacy; is optional, 
however authorization IS

Answer: (Don)

Informed consent IS required
Release for patient info is on-line



Question 3:

What about sign-in sheets?

Answer: (Kris)

Sign-in sheets ARE allowed; however somewhat 
at risk

Answer: (Don)

Harris eliminated sign-in sheets: number is 
issued to patients



Question 4:

Physical access to departments and tracking

Answer: (Don)

Prox cards
Tracking devices; ceiling mounted sensors
Use WIFI and IR



Question 5:

Workstation location (ER)

Answer: (Kris)

Easy access is required
Auto log-off and screen savers are critical

Answer: (Don)

NO auto-log off implemented
60 seconds screen savers is policy
Policy editors update every 2 minutes
Balance is critical between privacy and access



Question 5:

Workstation location (ER) cont.

Answer: (Kris)

Too many security and privacy measures are 
against the regulations!
Idea is to expand and share information
Many organizations are countering this!
Documentation is critical



Answer: (Don-silent)

Placement of workstation in hallway: 
Notice protection by proper placement 
Curtain is used to screen this off
NO work list visible
CR QA station is also protected from view

Question 5:

Workstation location (ER) cont.



Question 6:

What are the HIPAA requirements for data back-
up and redundancy?

Answer: (Kris)

Critical is testing backup

Answer: (Don)

6 servers for PACS with off-site mirrored SAN
Back up with 2 hours, weekly complete backup 
on tape
Images are backed up as well as other patient 
info



Question 6:

What are the HIPAA requirements for data back-
up and redundancy? (cont)

Answer: (Don)

Testing is laborious but needed
5-20 servers 
Aux power
Physical access limited



Question 7:

BA agreements for service; use of boilerplates

Answer: (Kris)

ANY organization requires BA agreements; 
tailored approach is needed

Answer: (Don)

Yes boilerplate, but also EVERY vendor has a 
tailored agreement
On rare occasions PHI is transferred
Information disposal procedure is required



Question 7:

Images exchanged to service centers is part of 
PHI?

Answer: (Kris)

Yes, but does not need to be audited because 
is part of TPO (Treatment, Planning, 
Operations)
Audit trail does NOT need to be kept for 
patient record but for authorization purposes



Question 8:

Importance of risk analysis

Answer: (Kris)
Assess where to implement further measures
ON-going and continuous
No magic number on how often
Documentation is Key

Answer: (Don)

On-line risk analysis is performed: near-realtime
200/300 systems



Question 8:

How does electronic analysis work, e.g. for 
PACS?

Answer: (Don)

Software can evaluate meeting the HIPAA 
requirements



Question 9:

Family member access

Answer: (Kris)

Patient authorization is required

Answer: (Don)

Very limited degree of latitude
Cannot even verify treatment



Question 10:

Reminders on training

Answer: (Kris)

Training is critical; part of defense is training, 
documentation and termination policies
Internal risk for security breach is large 
especially for terminated people

Answer: (Don)

twice/once week or immediate
Network access is immediate



Question 10:

Training (cont)

Answer: (Don)

HIPAA training is on-line
Mandatory, if no compliance: suspension and 
termination
100% compliance for 17,000 employees
Tied to evaluation
Physician remote access sometimes via proxy
Monthly access reminders



Question 10:

Training (cont)

Answer: (Kris)

Training is important, including record keeping
This would limit potential liability from individuals

Answer: (Don)

Aggressive posture taken by Harris


